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This is a hard copy of the report from the Inspector General (released December
9th, 2019) regarding the review of four FISA applications and other aspects of the
FBI's Crossfire Hurricane investigation. A hardback version may be found by
searching for ISBN 9781680923148. The Department of Justice (Department)
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) undertook this review to examine certain
actions by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Department during
an FBI investigation opened on July 31, 2016, known as "Crossfire Hurricane,"
into whether individuals associated with the Donald J. Trump for President
Campaign were coordinating, wittingly or unwittingly, with the Russian
government's efforts to interfere in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Our review
included examining: - The decision to open Crossfire Hurricane and four
individual cases on current and former members of the Trump campaign, George
Papadopoulos, Carter Page, Paul Manafort, and Michael Flynn; the early
investigative steps taken; and whether the openings and early steps complied
with Department and FBI policies; - The FBI's relationship with Christopher
Steele, whom the FBI considered to be a confidential human source (CHS); its
receipt, use, and evaluation of election reports from Steele; and its decision to
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close Steele as an FBI CHS; - Four FBI applications filed with the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) in 2016 and 2017 to conduct Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) surveillance targeting Carter Page; and
whether these applications complied with Department and FBI policies and
satisfied the government's obligations to the FISC; - The interactions of
Department attorney Bruce Ohr with Steele, the FBI, Glenn Simpson of Fusion
GPS, and the State Department; whether work Ohr's spouse performed for
Fusion GPS implicated ethical rules applicable to Ohr; and Ohr's interactions with
Department attorneys regarding the Manafort criminal case; and - The FBI's use
of Undercover Employees (UCEs) and CHSs other than Steele in the Crossfire
Hurricane investigation; whether the FBI placed any CHSs within the Trump
campaign or tasked any CHSs to report on the Trump campaign; whether the use
of CHSs and UCEs complied with Department and FBI policies; and the
attendance of a Crossfire Hurricane supervisory agent at counterintelligence
briefings given to the 2016 presidential candidates and certain campaign
advisors.
The FBI veteran behind the Russia investigation draws on decades of experience
hunting foreign agents in the United States to lay bare the threat posed by
President Trump.
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The Deep State isn’t finished trying to destroy President Donald Trump—they’ve
only just begun. Coup d’Etat blows the lid off the Deep State’s efforts to prevent
the Trump presidency, disrupt his agenda, and prevent his reelection. In this
book you’ll learn: • The truth behind Robert Mueller’s Special Counsel baseless
investigation. • The identity of the Trump cabinet member who proposed wearing
a wire to take down Trump. • How the FBI entrapped members of the Trump
team—and how they unsuccessfully tried the same with Corsi. • How the
Democratic establishment faked evidence of Russian interference. • The truth
behind Julian Assange’s arrest, and what the Deep State wants to prevent him
from exposing. • How the FBI abused FISA law to spy on Trump—and how they
tried to hide it. • Mueller’s continued coverup that the media refuses to report.
This is the book the Deep State and the media don’t want you to read.
MOSCOW, July 1987. Real-estate tycoon Donald Trump visits Soviet Russia for
the first time at the invitation of the government. LONDON, December 2016. Luke
Harding meets former MI6 officer Christopher Steele to discuss the presidentelect's connections with Russia. Harding follows two leads; money and sex.
WASHINGTON, January 2017. Steele's explosive dossier alleges that the
Kremlin has been 'cultivating, supporting, and assisting' Trump for years and that
they have compromising information about him. Trump responds on twitter,
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'FAKE NEWS.' In Collusion, award-winning journalist Luke Harding reveals the
true nature of Trump's decades-long relationship with Russia and presents the
gripping inside story of the dossier. It features exclusive new material and draws
on sources from the intelligence community. Harding tells an astonishing story of
offshore money, sketchy real-estate deals, a Miss Universe Pageant, mobsters,
money laundering, hacking and Kremlin espionage. He shines a light on powerful
Russian players like Aras Agalarov, Natalia Veselnitskaya and Sergey Kislyak,
whose motivations and instructions may have come from Vladimir Putin himself.
The special prosecutor, Robert Mueller, has already indicted several of the
American protagonists, including Trump's campaign manager, Paul Manafort.
More charges are likely as the crisis engulfs Trump's administration. This book
gets to the heart of the biggest political scandal of the modern era. Russia is
reshaping the world order to its advantage; this is something that should trouble
us all.
The FBI is suffering its worst crisis ever. The integrity and reputation built over a
century is in jeopardy. In 2016, the FBI Director—along with several other senior
executives from the Bureau and Justice Department—attempted to falsify one of
the most significant presidential elections in American history. Retired FBI agent
John Ligato takes you behind the scenes into the bowels of the Bureau’s culture
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and explains how it happened—and how to fix it. “John Ligato holds nothing back.
I worked with him undercover and John is absolutely fearless whether it’s with
some mob guy or a bogus bureaucrat. The Comey Gang is the definitive book
how the FBI lost its way under James Comey.”—Joe Pistone, FBI Special Agent,
Retired (aka ‘Donnie Brasco’) “I’ve supervised John Ligato and he’s one of a
kind. His Marine Corps experience made him a tenacious and mission-oriented
FBI agent. John was one of the Bureau’s best undercover operatives and I was
always glad that John Ligato was part of my team.”—Anthony Daniels, FBI
Assistant Director, Retired “I served with John Ligato in Vietnam. Lance Corporal
Ligato was with the lead contingent of Marines into Hue City during the ’68 Tet
Offensive. Though wounded several times, John refused medical evacuation and
distinguished himself on the battlefield. Believe what he says.”—Major General
Ray ‘E-Tool’ Smith, USMC, Retired
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'John le Carré demystified the intelligence
services; Higgins has demystified intelligence gathering itself' Financial Times
'Uplifting . . . Riveting . . . What will fire people through these pages, gripped, is
the focused, and extraordinary, investigations that Bellingcat runs . . . Each runs
as if the concluding chapter of a Holmesian whodunit' Telegraph 'We Are
Bellingcat is Higgins's gripping account of how he reinvented reporting for the
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internet age . . . A manifesto for optimism in a dark age' Luke Harding, Observer
How did a collective of self-taught internet sleuths end up solving some of the
biggest crimes of our time? Bellingcat, the home-grown investigative unit, is
redefining the way we think about news, politics and the digital future. Here, their
founder – a high-school dropout on a kitchen laptop – tells the story of how they
created a whole new category of information-gathering, galvanising citizen
journalists across the globe to expose war crimes and pick apart disinformation,
using just their computers. From the downing of Malaysia Flight 17 over the
Ukraine to the sourcing of weapons in the Syrian Civil War and the identification
of the Salisbury poisoners, We Are Bellingcat digs deep into some of Bellingcat's
most successful investigations. It explores the most cutting-edge tools for
analysing data, from virtual-reality software that can build photorealistic 3D
models of a crime scene, to apps that can identify exactly what time of day a
photograph was taken. In our age of uncertain truths, Bellingcat is what the world
needs right now – an intelligence agency by the people, for the people.
The real collusion in the 2016 election was not between the Trump campaign and
the Kremlin. It was between the Clinton campaign and the Obama administration.
The media–Democrat “collusion narrative,” which paints Donald Trump as cat’s
paw of Russia, is a studiously crafted illusion. Despite Clinton’s commanding
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lead in the polls, hyper-partisan intelligence officials decided they needed an
“insurance policy” against a Trump presidency. Thus was born the collusion
narrative, built on an anonymously sourced “dossier,” secretly underwritten by
the Clinton campaign and compiled by a former British spy. Though
acknowledged to be “salacious and unverified” at the FBI’s highest level, the
dossier was used to build a counterintelligence investigation against Trump’s
campaign. Miraculously, Trump won anyway. But his political opponents refused
to accept the voters’ decision. Their collusion narrative was now peddled
relentlessly by political operatives, intelligence agents, Justice Department
officials, and media ideologues—the vanguard of the “Trump Resistance.”
Through secret surveillance, high-level intelligence leaking, and tireless news
coverage, the public was led to believe that Trump conspired with Russia to steal
the election. Not one to sit passively through an onslaught, President Trump
fought back in his tumultuous way. Matters came to a head when he fired his FBI
director, who had given explosive House testimony suggesting the president was
a criminal suspect, despite privately assuring Trump otherwise. The resulting
firestorm of partisan protest cowed the Justice Department to appoint a special
counsel, whose seemingly limitless investigation bedeviled the administration for
two years. Yet as months passed, concrete evidence of collusion failed to
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materialize. Was the collusion narrative an elaborate fraud? And if so,
choreographed by whom? Against media–Democrat caterwauling, a doughty
group of lawmakers forced a shift in the spotlight from Trump to his investigators
and accusers. This has exposed the depth of politicization within American lawenforcement and intelligence agencies. It is now clear that the institutions on
which our nation depends for objective policing and clear-eyed analysis injected
themselves scandalously into the divisive politics of the 2016 election. They failed
to forge a new Clinton administration. Will they succeed in bringing down
President Trump?
"Hettena is a first-rate reporter and wonderful story-teller, and the tale he tells
here is mind-boggling."—Jane Mayer, author of New York Times bestseller Dark
Money "Hettena skillfully weaves many threads—most fresh or previously
hidden—into a rich tapestry tying together decades of Donald Trump's deep
involvement with Russia."—DAVID CAY JOHNSTON , author of New York Times
bestseller The Making of Donald Trump Uncovering the decades-long
association between Donald Trump and Russia Is the 45th President of the
United States under the control of a foreign power? Award-winning Associated
Press reporter Seth Hettena untangles the story of Donald Trump’s long
involvement with Russia in damning detail—including new reporting never before
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published. As Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into the
relationship between members of Trump’s campaign and Russian operatives
continues, there is growing evidence that Trump has spent decades cultivating
ties to corrupt Russians and the post-Soviet state. In Trump/Russia: A Definitive
History, Seth Hettena chronicles the many years Trump has spent wooing
Russian money and power. From the collapse of his casino empire—which left
Trump desperate for cash—and his first contacts with Russian deal-makers and
financiers, on up to the White House, Hettena reveals the myriad of shady
people, convoluted dealings, and strange events that suggest how indebted to
Russia our forty-fifth president might be. Using deeply researched reporting,
along with newly uncovered information, court documents, and exclusive
interviews with investigators and FBI agents, Hettena provides an expansive and
essential primer to the Trump/Russia scandal, leaving no stone unturned.
“A thorough and damning exploration of the incestuous relationship between
Trump and his favorite channel.” —The New York Times “A Rosetta Stone for
stuff about this presidency that doesn’t otherwise make sense to normal
humans.” —Rachel Maddow, MSNBC “Stelter’s critique goes beyond salacious
tidbits about extramarital affairs (though there are plenty of those) to expose a
collusion that threatens the pillars of our democracy.” —The Washington Post The
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urgent and untold story of the collusion between Fox News and Donald Trump
from the New York Times bestselling author of Top of the Morning. While other
leaders were marshaling resources to combat the greatest pandemic in modern
history, President Donald Trump was watching TV. Trump watches over six
hours of Fox News a day, a habit his staff refers to as “executive time.” In
January 2020, when Fox News began to downplay COVID-19, the President was
quick to agree. In March, as the deadly virus spiraled out of control, Sean Hannity
mocked “coronavirus hysteria” as a “new hoax” from the left. Millions of
Americans took Hannity and Trump's words as truth—until some of them started
to get sick. In Hoax, CNN anchor and chief media correspondent Brian Stelter
tells the twisted story of the relationship between Donald Trump and Fox News.
From the moment Trump glided down the golden escalator to announce his
candidacy in the 2016 presidential election to his acquittal on two articles of
impeachment in early 2020, Fox hosts spread his lies and smeared his enemies.
Over the course of two years, Stelter spoke with over 250 current and former Fox
insiders in an effort to understand the inner workings of Rupert Murdoch's
multibillion-dollar media empire. Some of the confessions are alarming. “We
don't really believe all this stuff,” a producer says. “We just tell other people to
believe it.” At the center of the story lies Sean Hannity, a college dropout who,
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following the death of Fox News mastermind Roger Ailes, reigns supreme at the
network that pays him $30 million a year. Stelter describes the raging tensions
inside Fox between the Trump loyalists and the few remaining journalists. He
reveals why former chief news anchor Shep Smith resigned in disgust in 2019;
why a former anchor said “if I stay here I’ll get cancer;” and how Trump has
exploited the leadership vacuum at the top to effectively seize control of the
network. Including never before reported details, Hoax exposes the media
personalities who, though morally bankrupt, profit outrageously by promoting the
President’s propaganda and radicalizing the American right. It is a book for
anyone who reads the news and wonders: How did this happen?
Does the news media unfairly attack President Donald J. Trump? Does Fake
News actually exist? Are media reports about President Trump often unreliable?
Is the legacy media biased against President Trump, the Trump campaign, the
Trump family and their businesses? This book demonstrates the answer to all of
the above is YES. The legacy news media routinely attacks President Trump with
biased or distorted stories, fabricated outrage, misrepresented "facts," unverified,
unproven anonymous sources, misquotations and more. Fake News Exposed
lays these media attacks bare using the media's own articles and reports,
compared and contrasted with the real news and evidence. 50 separate Fake
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News stories are covered, broken down and compared to what really happened.
Politics and media reports will never be viewed the same after reading Fake
News Exposed. From the Charlottesville "very fine people" lie to the phony
Russia Collusion to trade wars and the economy, news media attacks on
President Trump of every kind are revealed, exposed and debunked. After
reading Fake News Exposed the media will never be able to fool you again. If
you wonder if the news media is trustworthy, this book is for you. If you want to
learn the tactics employed by news media to spread misinformation, this book is
for you. If you want to know the truth about numerous misinformation campaigns
carried out against President Trump and his Administration, this book is for you. If
you need to inform yourself so you can counter media distortions and
misinformation, this book is for you. If you need a handy reference to quickly
dispel media misinformation, this book is for you.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Great new book by wonderful and very
street smart author Dan Bongino, EXONERATED, THE FAILED TAKEDOWN OF
PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP BY THE SWAMP. Dan hits all of the crooked
points of the greatest Witch Hunt in political history. Nevertheless, the Scam
continues!” —President Donald J. Trump An explosive, whistle-blowing expose,
Exonerated: The Failed Takedown of Donald Trump by the Swamp reveals how
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Deep State actors relied on a cynical plug-and-play template to manufacture the
now-discredited Russiagate scandal. With the cutting analysis and insight he
exhibited in his blockbuster bestseller Spygate: The Attempted Sabotage of
Donald J. Trump, Fox News contributor Bongino exposes who masterminded the
dangerous playbook to take down Trump, their motives, and how a plan filled
with faked allegations backfired—forcing investigators to up the ante and hide their
missteps and half-truths in a desperate effort to prove a collusion case that never
happened. The result? The misguided multimillion Mueller investigation that tore
the nation apart, tried to destabilize the presidency and led, as the world now
knows, to nowhere!
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “The story Unger weaves with those
earlier accounts and his original reporting is fresh, illuminating and more alarming
than the intelligence channel described in the Steele dossier.”—The Washington
Post House of Trump, House of Putin offers the first comprehensive investigation
into the decades-long relationship among Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, and the
Russian Mafia that ultimately helped win Trump the White House. It is a chilling
story that begins in the 1970s, when Trump made his first splash in the booming,
money-drenched world of New York real estate, and ends with Trump’s
inauguration as president of the United States. That moment was the culmination
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of Vladimir Putin’s long mission to undermine Western democracy, a mission
that he and his hand-selected group of oligarchs and Mafia kingpins had
ensnared Trump in, starting more than twenty years ago with the massive bailout
of a string of sensational Trump hotel and casino failures in Atlantic City. This
book confirms the most incredible American paranoias about Russian
malevolence. To most, it will be a hair-raising revelation that the Cold War did not
end in 1991—that it merely evolved, with Trump’s apartments offering the perfect
vehicle for billions of dollars to leave the collapsing Soviet Union. In House of
Trump, House of Putin, Craig Unger methodically traces the deep-rooted alliance
between the highest echelons of American political operatives and the biggest
players in the frightening underworld of the Russian Mafia. He traces Donald
Trump’s sordid ascent from foundering real estate tycoon to leader of the free
world. He traces Russia’s phoenix like rise from the ashes of the post–Cold War
Soviet Union as well as its ceaseless covert efforts to retaliate against the West
and reclaim its status as a global superpower. Without Trump, Russia would
have lacked a key component in its attempts to return to imperial greatness.
Without Russia, Trump would not be president. This essential book is crucial to
understanding the real powers at play in the shadows of today’s world. The
appearance of key figures in this book—Paul Manafort, Michael Cohen, and Felix
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Sater to name a few—ring with haunting significance in the wake of Robert
Mueller’s report and as others continue to close in on the truth.
Corey R. Lewandowski and David N. Bossie, the authors of the blockbuster, Let
Trump Be Trump: the Inside Story of His Rise to the Presidency, are back with
their next New York Times bestseller. The assault on the 45th president began
immediately following Donald J. Trump's victory in the 2016 presidential election.
It was then that Democrats concocted the absurd story of Russian spies and
international plots as an excuse for Hillary's humiliating defeat. It was in those
early days, too, during the presidential transition, when enemies of Donald Trump
began to tunnel their way into the White House with the intent to undermine the
president and subvert his agenda. Perhaps there are no two people better to tell
what is certain to be the story of our lifetime than Corey R. Lewandowski and
David N. Bossie. The guys in the room who brought you the bestselling account
of the 2016 Donald J. Trump for President campaign, Let Trump Be Trump,
Lewandowski and Bossie now offer a first-hand account of what is, perhaps, the
battle for the life of our very democracy. Using unparalleled, behind-the-scenes
sourcing from inside the White House and on Capitol Hill, and access to the
president and other key players, Trump's Enemies offers a never-before-seen
look deep into the forces aligned against the president. Lewandowski and Bossie
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were present in Trump Tower and at Bedminster during the presidential transition
and saw the events that gave root to the unelected "resistance" in the White
House today. Bossie was witness to the moment the fake Russia investigation
was enacted by James Comey, who legitimized the phony "Steele dossier" by
presenting it to the new president-elect. A close confidant of the president,
Lewandowski knows what goes on behind the West Wing walls as well as
anyone. But Trump's Enemies is also the story of how President Trump is fighting
back. In the face of a gale of media disinformation and the looming black cloud of
Mueller's politically motivated investigation, President Trump has still managed to
accomplish more than any of his predecessor in the short time he's been in
office. Often traveling with the president on Air Force One to rallies around the
country, Lewandowski and Bossie tell, as no one else can, the story of Donald
Trump bringing his message to the people who are the only ones who should
decide the future of his presidency-the American voters.
Perhaps the most anticipated publication in American history, this is the full text,
Volumes 1 and 2, of special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation. It is THE
REPORT AND NOTHING BUT THE REPORT, in a beautifully typeset edition,
with full searchability in ebook formats. It is, word for word, presented exactly as
released by the Attorney General of the United States, with no positioning -- such
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as a celebrity introduction -- that would give it bias or impede its clarity. One of
the most-talked-about investigations in American history, the subject of constant
media discussion and speculation, non-stop and controversial attacks from the
president, and the eager anticipation of a public wondering what the truth is, this
long-awaited publication is an historic event. The Mueller Report continues
Melville House's "tradition of publishing pivotal public documents."—The New York
Times
The Law Library presents the complete text of the Ukraine-Related Sanctions
(US Office of Foreign Assets Control Regulation) (OFAC) (2018 Edition).
Updated as of May 29, 2018 The Department of the Treasury's Office of Foreign
Assets Control ("OFAC") is issuing regulations to implement Executive Order
13660 of March 6, 2014 ("Blocking Property of Certain Persons Contributing to
the Situation in Ukraine"), Executive Order 13661 of March 17, 2014 ("Blocking
Property of Additional Persons Contributing to the Situation in Ukraine"), and
Executive Order 13662 of March 20, 2014 ("Blocking Property of Additional
Persons Contributing to the Situation in Ukraine"). OFAC intends to supplement
this part 589 with a more comprehensive set of regulations, which may include
additional interpretive and definitional guidance and additional general licenses
and statements of licensing policy. This ebook contains: - The complete text of
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the Ukraine-Related Sanctions (US Office of Foreign Assets Control Regulation)
(OFAC) (2018 Edition) - A dynamic table of content linking to each section - A
table of contents in introduction presenting a general overview of the structure
From the author of the New York Times bestseller Nothing Daunted, The
Agitators chronicles the revolutionary activities of Harriet Tubman, Frances
Seward, and Martha Wright: three unlikely collaborators in the quest for abolition
and women's rights. In Auburn, New York, in the mid-nineteenth century, Martha
Wright and Frances Seward, inspired by Harriet Tubman's slave rescues in the
dangerous territory of Eastern Maryland, opened their basement kitchens as
stations on the Underground Railroad. Tubman was an illiterate fugitive slave,
Wright was a middle-class Quaker mother of seven, and Seward was the
aristocratic wife and moral conscience of her husband, William H. Seward, who
served as Lincoln's Secretary of State. All three refused to abide by laws that
denied them the rights granted to white men, and they supported each other as
they worked to overturn slavery and achieve full citizenship for blacks and
women. The Agitators opens when Tubman is a slave and Wright and Seward
are young women bridling against their traditional roles. It ends decades later,
after Wright's and Seward's sons--and Tubman herself--have taken part in three
of the defining engagements of the Civil War. Through the sardonic and
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anguished accounts of the protagonists, reconstructed from their letters, diaries,
and public appearances, we see the most explosive debates of the time, and
portraits of the men and women whose paths they crossed: Lincoln, Seward,
Frederick Douglass, William Lloyd Garrison, John Brown, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and others. Tubman,
embraced by Seward and Wright and by the radical network of reformers in
western New York State, settles in Auburn and spends the second half of her life
there. With extraordinarily compelling storytelling reminiscent of Doris Kearns
Goodwin's No Ordinary Time and David McCullough's John Adams, The
Agitators brings a vivid new perspective to the epic American stories of abolition,
the Underground Railroad, women's rights activism, and the Civil War.
A spy story like no other. Private spies are the invisible force that shapes our modern world:
they influence our elections, effect government policies and shape the fortunes of companies.
More deviously, they are also peering into our personal lives as never before, using off-the
shelf technology to listen to our phone calls, monitor our emails and decide what we see on
social media. Spooked takes us on a journey into a secret billion-dollar industry in which
information is currency and loyalties are for sale. An industry so tentacular it reaches from
Saddam Hussein to an 80s-era Trump, from the Steele dossier written by a British ex-spy to
Russian oligarchs sitting pretty in Mayfair mansions, from the devious tactics of Harvey
Weinstein to the growing role of corporate spies in politics and the threat to future elections.
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Spooked reads like the best kind of spy story: a gripping tale packed with twists and turns,
uncovering a secret side of our modern world.
Sept. 18-Late afternoon on Monday, Sept. 17, the White House Office of the Press Secretary
issued the following statement from the Press Secretary, which we include here in its entirety:
STATEMENT FROM THE PRESS SECRETARY Issued on: September 17, 2018 At the
request of a number of committees of Congress, and for reasons of transparency, the
President has directed the Office of the Director of National Intelligence and the Department of
Justice (including the FBI) to provide for the immediate declassification of the following
materials: (1) pages 10-12 and 17-34 of the June 2017 application to the FISA court in the
matter of Carter W. Page; (2) all FBI reports of interviews with Bruce G. Ohr prepared in
connection with the Russia investigation; and (3) all FBI reports of interviews prepared in
connection with all Carter Page FISA applications. In addition, President Donald J. Trump has
directed the Department of Justice (including the FBI) to publicly release all text messages
relating to the Russia investigation, without redaction, of James Comey, Andrew McCabe,
Peter Strzok, Lisa Page, and Bruce Ohr. According to press accounts on Monday evening, the
documents will be released "expeditiously" with the FISA application coming first, together with
the FBI interview reports of Bruce Ohr and Carter Page. It is anticipated that the text messages
will take a longer time to release. This dramatic action by the President occurs at the same
time as a grand jury in the District of Columbia considers criminal indictments of key officials
for leaks of classified information generated in the Russiagate investigation to the news media,
according to widespread press reports. By all accounts, the declassification of these
documents will allow the public to grasp, for the first time, a clear view of the most frightening
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political abuse of power in American history. The Obama Administration, acting at the behest
of the British government, set out to destroy Donald Trump's candidacy on behalf of his
opponent Hillary Clinton, using the full national security and law enforcement powers of the
United States to do so and then to destroy his Presidency. British intelligence, through MI6's
Christopher Steele, produced a political hit piece on Donald Trump, which was paid for by
Hillary Clinton. Steele's dirty dossier asserted that Trump had nefarious connections to Russia
and that Putin had compromised him. On four separate occasions, Obama Justice Department
officials went to the top-secret FISA court, established under the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978, to obtain complete surveillance of Trump campaign volunteer Carter
Page, and through him on the Trump campaign itself. According to Steele's deliberately false
claim, Carter Page was a central figure in the Trump/Moscow nexus. The same Justice
Department officials knew, when they made the application, that Steele's dossier was false
concerning Page. They never informed the court that Steele's information had been paid for by
Hillary Clinton, Trump's opponent, and that it had never been verified as required by FISA
procedures. Steele's dirty dossier was used by John Brennan's CIA as the pretext for
entrapment operations against Trump campaign volunteers George Papadopoulos and Carter
Page, conducted, for the most part, on British soil. All the while, the FBI and others were
leaking endlessly to the news media that there was a serious FBI investigation of candidate
Trump which implicitly involved charges amounting to treason with respect to Russia. James
Comey, Andrew McCabe, Peter Strzok, Lisa Page, and Bruce Ohr were key players in this
orchestrated information warfare and political espionage operation against Donald Trump.
LaRouche PAC has repeatedly called for the President to declassify, in addition to these
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documents, all British-spawned documents demanding investigation of Donald Trump and his
campaign associates...
The sensational Sunday Times #1 Bestseller about taking on the mafia, the Clintons and
Trump. 'An urgent clarion call.' - The Financial Times In his massive Number One bestselling
memoir, former FBI director James Comey shares his never-before-told experiences from
some of the highest-stakes situations of his career in the past two decades of American
government, exploring what good, ethical leadership looks like, and how it drives sound
decisions. His journey provides an unprecedented entry into the corridors of power, and a
remarkable lesson in what makes an effective leader. Mr. Comey served as director of the FBI
from 2013 to 2017, appointed to the post by President Barack Obama. He previously served as
U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New York, and the U.S. deputy attorney general in the
administration of President George W. Bush. From prosecuting the Mafia and Martha Stewart
to helping change the Bush administration's policies on torture and electronic surveillance,
overseeing the Hillary Clinton e-mail investigation as well as ties between the Trump campaign
and Russia, Comey has been involved in some of the most consequential cases and policies
of recent history.
The 2016 Election, which altered American political history, was not decided by the Russians
or in Ukraine or by Steve Bannon. The event that broke Hillary's blue wall in the Midwest and
swung Florida and North Carolina was an October Surprise, and it was wholly a product of the
leadership of the FBI. This is the inside story by the reporter closest to its center. In September
2016, Hillary Clinton was the presumptive next president of the US. She had a blue wall of
states leaning her way in the Midwest, and was ahead in North Carolina and Florida, with a
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better than even shot at taking normally Republican Arizona. The US was about to get its first
woman president. Yet within two months everything was lost. An already tightening race saw
one seismic correction: it came in October when the FBI launched an investigation into the
Clinton staff's use of a private server for their emails. Clinton fell 3-4 percent in the polls
instantly, and her campaign never had time to rebut the investigation or rebuild her momentum
so close to election day. The FBI cost her the race. October Surprise is a pulsating narrative of
an agency seized with righteous certainty that waded into the most important political moment
in the life of the nation, and has no idea how to back out with dignity. So it doggedly stands its
ground, compounding its error. In a momentous display of self-preservation, James Comey,
Andrew McCabe, and key Justice Department officials decide to protect their own reputations
rather than save the democratic process. Once they make that determination, the race is lost
for Clinton, who is helpless in front of their accusation even though she has not intended to
commit, let alone actually committed, any crime. A dark true-life thriller with historic
consequences set at the most crucial moment in the electoral calendar, October Surprise is a
warning, a morality tale and a political and personal tragedy.
The incredible, harrowing account of how American democracy was hacked by Moscow as
part of a covert operation to influence the U.S. election and help Donald Trump gain the
presidency. "Russian Roulette is...the most thorough and riveting account." -- The New York
Times Russian Roulette is a story of political skullduggery unprecedented in American history.
It weaves together tales of international intrigue, cyber espionage, and superpower rivalry.
After U.S.-Russia relations soured, as Vladimir Putin moved to reassert Russian strength on
the global stage, Moscow trained its best hackers and trolls on U.S. political targets and
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exploited WikiLeaks to disseminate information that could affect the 2016 election. The
Russians were wildly successful and the great break-in of 2016 was no "third-rate burglary." It
was far more sophisticated and sinister -- a brazen act of political espionage designed to
interfere with American democracy. At the end of the day, Trump, the candidate who pursued
business deals in Russia, won. And millions of Americans were left wondering, what the hell
happened? This story of high-tech spying and multiple political feuds is told against the
backdrop of Trump's strange relationship with Putin and the curious ties between members of
his inner circle -- including Paul Manafort and Michael Flynn -- and Russia. Russian Roulette
chronicles and explores this bizarre scandal, explains the stakes, and answers one of the
biggest questions in American politics: How and why did a foreign government infiltrate the
country's political process and gain influence in Washington?
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** Kompromat n.—Russian for
"compromising information" This is a story about the dirty secrets of the most powerful people
in the world—including Donald Trump. It is based on exclusive interviews with dozens of highlevel sources—intelligence officers in the CIA, FBI, and the KGB, thousands of pages of FBI
investigations, police investigations, and news articles in English, Russian, and Ukrainian.
American Kompromat shows that from Trump to Jeffrey Epstein, kompromat was used in
operations far more sinister than the public could ever imagine. Among them, the book
addresses what may be the single most important unanswered question of the entire Trump
era: Is Donald Trump a Russian asset? The answer, American Kompromat says, is yes, and it
supports that conclusion backs with the first richly detailed narrative on how the KGB allegedly
first “spotted” Trump as a potential asset, how they cultivated him as an asset, arranged his
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first trip to Moscow, and pumped him full of KGB talking points that were published in three of
America’s most prestigious newspapers. Among its many revelations, American Kompromat
reports for the first time that: • According to Yuri Shvets, a former major in the KGB, Trump first
did business over forty years ago with a Manhattan electronics store co-owned by a Soviet
émigré who Shvets believes was working with the KGB. Trump’s decision to do business there
triggered protocols through which the Soviet spy agency began efforts to cultivate Trump as an
asset, thus launching a decades-long “relationship” of mutual benefit to Russia and Trump,
from real estate to real power. • Trump’s invitation to Moscow in 1987 was billed as a
preliminary scouting trip for a hotel, but according to Shvets, was actually initiated by a highlevel KGB official, General Ivan Gromakov. These sorts of trips were usually arranged for
‘deep development,’ recruitment, or for a meeting with the KGB handlers, even if the potential
asset was unaware of it. . • Before Trump’s first trip to Moscow, he met with Natalia Dubinina,
who worked at the United Nations library in a vital position usually reserved as a cover for KGB
operatives. And many more...
____________________ THE EXPLOSIVE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'A bombshell.'
Daily Mail 'Damning, terrifying and enraging.' The Spectator ____________________ House of
Trump, House of Putin offers the first comprehensive investigation into the decades-long
relationship among Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, and the Russian Mafia that ultimately helped
win Trump the White House. As Unger traces Donald Trump's sordid ascent from foundering
real estate tycoon to leader of the free world, House of Trump, House of Putin, reveals the
deep-rooted alliance between the highest echelons of American political operatives and the
biggest players in the frightening underworld of the Russian Mafia. Examining Russia's
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phoenixlike rise from the ashes of the post-Cold War Soviet Union, Unger reveals its ceaseless
covert efforts to retaliate against the West and reclaim its status as a global superpower, and
how such ambitions came to compromise the president. Without Trump, Russia would have
lacked a key component in its attempts to return to imperial greatness. Without Russia, Trump
would not be in the White House. This essential book is crucial to understanding the real
powers at play in the shadows of today's world.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The vital inside account of American democracy in its
darkest hour, from the rise of autocracy unleashed by Trump to the January 6 insurrection, and
a warning that those forces remain as potent as ever—from the congressman who led the first
impeachment of Donald J. Trump “Engaging and informative . . . a manual for how to probe
and question power, how to hold leaders accountable in a time of diminishing
responsibility.”—The Washington Post In the years leading up to the election of Donald Trump,
Congressman Adam Schiff had already been sounding the alarm over the resurgence of
autocracy around the world, and the threat this posed to the United States. But as he led the
probe into Donald Trump’s Russia and Ukraine-related abuses of presidential power, Schiff
came to the terrible conclusion that the principal threat to American democracy now came from
within. In Midnight in Washington, Schiff argues that the Trump presidency has so weakened
our institutions and compromised the Republican Party that the peril will last for years,
requiring unprecedented vigilance against the growing and dangerous appeal of
authoritarianism. The congressman chronicles step by step just how our democracy was put at
such risk, and traces his own path to meeting the crisis—from serious prosecutor, to
congressman with an expertise in national security and a reputation for bipartisanship, to
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liberal lightning rod, scourge of the right, and archenemy of a president. Schiff takes us inside
his team of impeachment managers and their desperate defense of the constitution amid the
rise of a distinctly American brand of autocracy. Deepening our understanding of prominent
public moments, Schiff reveals the private struggles, the internal conflicts, and the triumphs of
courage that came with defending the republic against a lawless president—but also the slow
surrender of people that he had worked with and admired to the dangerous immorality of a
president engaged in an historic betrayal of his office. Schiff’s fight for democracy is one of the
great dramas of our time, told by the man who became the president’s principal antagonist. It
is a story that began with Trump but does not end with him, taking us through the disastrous
culmination of the presidency and Schiff’s account of January 6, 2021, and how the antidemocratic forces Trump unleashed continue to define his party, making the future of
democracy in America more uncertain than ever.
Fox News legal analyst Gregg Jarrett reveals the real story behind Hillary Clinton’s deep state
collaborators in government and exposes their nefarious actions during and after the 2016
election. The Russia Hoax reveals how persons within the FBI and Barack Obama’s Justice
Department worked improperly to help elect Hillary Clinton and defeat Donald Trump in the
2016 presidential election. When this suspected effort failed, those same people appear to
have pursued a contrived investigation of President Trump in an attempt to undo the election
results and remove him as president. The evidence suggests that partisans within the FBI and
the Department of Justice, driven by personal animus and a misplaced sense of political
righteousness, surreptitiously acted to subvert electoral democracy in our country. The book
will examine: How did Hillary Clinton manage to escape prosecution despite compelling
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evidence she violated the law? Did Peter Strzok, James Comey, Andrew McCabe, Loretta
Lynch, and others obstruct justice by protecting Clinton? Why was there never a legitimate
criminal investigation of Clinton in the Uranium One case? Are the text messages exchanged
between Strzok and FBI lawyer Lisa Page evidence of a concerted effort to undermine the
electoral process? Was there ever any real evidence of "collusion" between Trump and the
Russians? Did Trump obstruct justice in the firing of Comey or was he legally exercising his
constitutional authority? Did the FBI and DOJ improperly use a discredited "dossier" about
Trump to obtain a FISA warrant to spy on Trump associates? Should Muller have disqualified
himself under the special counsel law based on glaring conflicts of interest? Was fired National
Security Adviser Michael Flynn unfairly charged with making a false statement? With insightful
analysis and a fact-filled narrative, The Russia Hoax delves deeply into Democrat wrongdoing.
Instant New York Times Bestseller "Important and stunning. This is must-read material if you
want to understand what the Trump administration is still up to right now." --Lawrence
O'Donnell There are questions that the Mueller report couldn't—or wouldn't—answer. What
actually happened to instigate the Russia investigation? Did President Trump’s meddling
incriminate him? There’s no mystery to what Trump thinks. He claims that the Deep State, a
cabal of career bureaucrats—among them, Andrew McCabe, Lisa Page, and Peter Strzok,
previously little known figures within the FBI whom he has obsessively and publically reviled—is
concerned only with protecting its own power and undermining the democratic process.
Conversely, James Comey has defended the FBI as incorruptible apolitical public servants
who work tirelessly to uphold the rule of law. For the first time, bestselling author James B.
Stewart sifts these conflicting accounts to present a clear-eyed view of what exactly happened
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inside the FBI in the lead-up to the 2016 election, drawing on scores of interviews with key FBI,
Department of Justice, and White House officialsand voluminous transcripts, notes, and
internal reports. In full detail, this is the dramatic saga of the FBI’s simultaneous investigations
of both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump—the first time in American history the FBI has been
thrust into the middle of both parties' campaigns for the presidency. Stewart shows what
exactly was set in motion when Trump fired Comey, triggering the appointment of Robert
Mueller as an independent special counsel and causing the FBI to open a formal investigation
into the president himself. And how this unprecedented event joined in ongoing combat two
vital institutions of American democracy: the presidency and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. At stake in this epic battle is the rule of law itself, the foundation of the U.S.
Constitution. There is no room for compromise, but plenty for collateral damage. The
reputations of both sides have already been harmed, perhaps irrevocably, and at great cost to
American democracy. Deep State goes beyond the limits of the legally constrained Mueller
report, showing how the president’s obsession with the idea of a conspiracy against him is still
upending lives and sending shockwaves through both the FBI and the Department of Justice.
In this world-historical struggle—Trump versus intelligence agencies—Stewart shows us in rare
style what’s real and what matters now. And for the looming 2020 election.
From Sandy “Pepa” Denton—rap legend and outspoken star of VH1’s smash-hit reality
show—comes the juicy tell-all in which she talks about sex, music, life, love, fame, and so much
more. The spiciest ingredient in the legendary rap group Salt-N-Pepa, fans know Sandy
Denton as Pep, or Pepa, the fun-loving half of Salt-N-Pepa. But behind the laughs and the
smiles is a whole lot of pain, and for the first time in Let’s talk About Pep, she candidly talks
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about her troubled childhood, surviving abuse, her first encounters with Cheryl “Salt” James,
instant success, her failed marriages and escape from domestic abuse, and her triumphant
comeback on reality shows like The Surreal Life and The Salt-N-Pepa Show. Filled with
surprising insights, outrageous anecdotes, and celebrity cameos—including Queen Latifah,
Martin Lawrence, Janice Dickinson, Missy Elliott, L.L. Cool J, Ron Jeremy, Lisa “Left Eye”
Lopez, and many others—Let’s Talk About Pep offers a fascinating glimpse behind the fame,
family, failures, and success...and into the faithful heart of a woman who will always treasure
the good friends she found along the way. Every bit as captivating and provocative as her
Grammy Award-winning music, this story reveals the real Pepa—upfront, uncensored,
unstoppable—a true pioneer, survivor, and inspiration to women everywhere.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “History matters to McCain, and for him America is and
was about its promise. The book is his farewell address, a mixture of the personal and the
political. ‘I have loved my life,’ he writes. ‘All of it.’ The Restless Wave is a fitting valedictory
for a man who seldom backed down.” —The Guardian (US) “A book-length meditation on what
it means to face the hard challenges of long life and the sobering likelihood of imminent
death…A reflection on hardship, a homily on purpose, a celebration of life — and a challenge to
Americans to live up to their values and founding principles at a time when both are in
jeopardy.” —The Boston Globe In this candid political memoir from Senator John McCain, an
American hero reflects on his life and what matters most. “I don’t know how much longer I’ll
be here. Maybe I’ll have another five years…Maybe I’ll be gone before you read this. My
predicament is, well, rather unpredictable. But I’m prepared for either contingency, or at least
I’m getting prepared. I have some things I’d like to take care of first, some work that needs
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finishing, and some people I need to see. And I want to talk to my fellow Americans a little
more if I may.” So writes John McCain in this inspiring, moving, frank, and deeply personal
memoir. Written while confronting a mortal illness, McCain looks back with appreciation on his
years in the Senate, his historic 2008 campaign for the presidency against Barack Obama, and
his crusades on behalf of democracy and human rights in Eastern Europe and the Middle East.
Always the fighter, McCain attacks the spurious nationalism and political polarization afflicting
American policy. He makes an impassioned case for democratic internationalism and bipartisanship. He recalls his disagreements with several presidents, and minces no words in his
objections to some of President Trump's statements and policies. At the same time, he tells
stories of his most satisfying moments of public service and offers a positive vision of America
that looks beyond the Trump presidency. The Restless Wave is John McCain at his best.
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Charlie Savage's penetrating investigation of the Obama
presidency and the national security state. Barack Obama campaigned on changing George
W. Bush's "global war on terror" but ended up entrenching extraordinary executive powers,
from warrantless surveillance and indefinite detention to military commissions and targeted
killings. Then Obama found himself bequeathing those authorities to Donald Trump. How did
the United States get here? In Power Wars, Charlie Savage reveals high-level national security
legal and policy deliberations in a way no one has done before. He tells inside stories of how
Obama came to order the drone killing of an American citizen, preside over an
unprecendented crackdown on leaks, and keep a then-secret program that logged every
American's phone calls. Encompassing the first comprehensive history of NSA surveillance
over the past forty years as well as new information about the Osama bin Laden raid, Power
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Wars equips readers to understand the legacy of Bush's and Obama's post-9/11 presidencies
in the Trump era.
From the AWARD-WINNING JOURNALIST and #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR of COLLUSION 'Luke Harding is one of the best reporters in the world.' -- Robert
Saviano '[Collusion is] a superb piece of work ... essential reading for anyone who cares for his
country.' -- John Le Carré *** No terrorist group has deployed a nerve agent in a civilian area or
used a radioactive mini-bomb in London. The Kremlin has done both. Shadow State is a
gripping investigative account of how Russia's spies helped elect Donald Trump, backed
Brexit, murdered enemies and threatened the very basis of western democracy. The
operatives come in disguise. They pose as tourists, journalists and businessmen. Utterly
ruthless, sometimes bungling and always ambitious, they roam from Salisbury to Helsinki,
Ukraine to the Central African Republican, London to Washington. SHADOW STATE is a
riveting and alarming investigation into those spies and the way Russia has used them to wage
an increasingly bold war in the UK and beyond. The Kremlin has attempted to reshape politics
in their own mould; the future of Western democracy is at stake as a result
** THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** The never-before-told, inside story of the Steele
Dossier and the Trump-Russia investigation 'The best procedural yet written about the
discovery of Trump's Russia ties' New York Times The founders of the Washington-based
intelligence firm Fusion GPS Glenn Simpson and Peter Fritsch were the first to uncover
Trump's disturbing ties to the Kremlin and the crimes that have since plagued his presidency.
Working with British former MI6 agent and Russia expert Christopher Steele, they produced
the notorious dossier which disclosed that the Trump team was deeply compromised by a
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hostile foreign power bent on disrupting the West and influencing the US presidential election.
In Crime in Progress, the authors chronicle their high-stakes investigation and desperate
efforts to warn both the American and British governments, the FBI and the media - no matter
the cost. When the dossier finally exploded onto the world stage after a leak, it led to the
Mueller report and disrupted Trump's secret planned rapprochement with Putin's Russia. After
years on his trail, the authors' inescapable conclusion is that Trump is an asset of the Russian
government, whether he knows it or not. A real-life political thriller with the makings of a
modern classic, Crime in Progress is the definitive story of the pursuit of the truth about Trump
and one of the greatest betrayals in American history. 'I've read all the books on this subject this is the one you want to read . . . I feel fairly steeped in this matter and I learned something
on every page' Rachel Maddow, MSNBC 'You don't need to read John le Carré or Tom Clancy
to find espionage thrills in Washington these days, turn over any stone in the Beltway's secret
world and you'll observe the seething mass of conspiracy and subterfuge beneath . . . Take
Glenn Simpson and Peter Fritsch, who have become central characters in a quite terrifying
international spy thriller' Josh Glancy, Sunday Times
"Imagine a strategy memo forecasting cyberattacks by Russian hackers, trolls, and bots
designed to roil social discontent and damage the electoral prospects of a major party US
presidential nominee, or, if she winds up winning, to sabotage her ability to govern by seeding
allegations of Democratic voter fraud. Guaranteed payoff. No fingerprints. No keystroke record.
No contrails in the cloud. To ensure that Americans would believe that disparaging messages
about her were made in the US, use bitcoin to buy space and set up virtual private networks
(VPNs) on American servers. Distribute hacked content stolen from the accounts of her staff
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and associates through an intermediary, WikiLeaks. Use identity theft, stolen Social Security
numbers, and appropriated IDs to circumvent Facebook and PayPal's demand for actual
names, birth dates, and addresses. On platforms such as Instagram and Twitter, register under
assumed names. Diffuse and amplify your attack and advocacy through posts on Facebook,
tweets and retweets on Twitter, videos on YouTube, reporting and commentary on RT,
blogging on Tumblr, news sharing on Reddit, and viral memes and jokes on 9GAG. Add to the
mix a video game called Hilltendo in which a missile-straddling Clinton figure vaporizes
classified emails sought by the FBI. Employ "online agitators" and bots to upvote posts from
imposter websites such as BlackMattersUS.com to the top of such subreddits as r/The_Donald
and r/HillaryForPrison. Drive content to trend. To maximize the impact of your handiwork, use
data analytics and search-engine maximization tools built into the social media platforms. To
test and fuel doubts about the security of US voter information, hack the election systems of
states. And, throughout the primary and general election season, insinuate the notion that if
Hillary Clinton were to win, she would have done so by rigging the election, an outcome that
would repay her assaults on the legitimacy of their leader's presidency with doubts about her
own. Were she instead to lose, she would no longer be a thistle in the toned torso of the
hackers and trolls' boss's likely boss. Every result but one produces desirable results for the
Kremlin. Outcome one: Clinton is off the international stage. Outcome two: she wins but can't
govern effectively. Outcome three: the former Secretary of State is elected and the country
simply moves on, but the sabotage nonetheless has magnified cultural tensions and functioned
as a pilot from which to birth later success - perhaps when she runs for a second term. The
only eventuality that damages the Russian cybersoldiers and their commander-in-chief is the
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fourth in which, in real time, the cyberattackers are unmasked by a vigilant intelligence
community, condemned by those in both major political parties and around the world,
characterized by the media as spies and saboteurs, the Russian messaging is blocked or
labeled as Russian propaganda, and, when included in media accounts, the stolen content is
relentlessly tied to its Russian origins and sources. None of that happened. Instead, to the
surprise of the Russian masterminds as well as both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, he won
the Electoral College and with it a four-year claim on 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. Although
countrywide she bested him by almost 2.9 million votes, he unexpectedly captured an Electoral
College majority by running the table. By the end of the evening of November 8, Florida as well
as Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania were in his column. The ways in which Russian
hacking and social media messaging altered the content of the electoral dialogue and
contributed to Donald Trump's victory are the subjects of this book. To begin my exploration,
this overview chapter will highlight key findings of the US intelligence community; preview my
focus on the hackers and trolls and the synergies between them; justify casting the Russian
machinations as acts of cyberwar; outline ways in which susceptibilities in our system of
government and media structures magnified their effects; and note five presuppositions that
will shape my analysis of the Russian trolls' work and one that will guide my study of the effects
of the hackers."--

Behind The Steele Dossier puts every reader in the center of the action – from the
Steele Dossier’s planning and press contacts to congressional under oath answers and
the courtroom. Readers will know what said between Fusion GPS Founder Simpson
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and former MI-6 Spy Christopher Steele. · Why they prepared the dossier? · Who did
they contact – FBI, CIA, DOJ, Media, Sources – and when? · Where did they get their
information? Behind The Steel Dossier also reveals: what was said between the FBIDOJ-CIA on this dossier produced by a “Russian Expert” who left Russia over 25
years ago. No Bias. No Bull: This book intentionally does not contain articles from the
media or quotes from Cable-TV. Instead, it contains under oath statements provided by
the only persons – Steele, Simpson, and government officials (CIA*FBI*DOJ) – who
knew the answers to America’s questions. No anonymous sources. No politically
biased remarks – from either Party. Behind The Steele Dossier focuses on the Senate
Examination of Glenn Simpson – Fusion GPS founder – who hired Steele to research
Trump. · Reading the Steele Dossier is easy. But, to develop a deeper understanding,
it’s essential to get the reasons it was written. The world needs to understand the
motivations, the objectives, the intentions, etc. And that is provided by the under oath
answers in this book. · By focusing on this Senate Exam – conducted by attorneys; not
politicians – this incredible read concentrates on a fact-based examination by credible
counsel from the Senate. These unbiased solicitors provided the world with a nonpartisan document: clear and concise with a well-planned outline and excellent timeline.
In reading over 3,000 pages of congressional testimony, articles from every angle,
letters/memos from politicians; Behind The Steele Dossier cuts through the political
bias by publishing facts. Such as these Simpson hearing quotes that we never heard: ·
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It’s sort of like when you’re a journalist…you don’t really decide who’s telling the truth ·
We were encouraging the media to ask questions about whether the FBI… · I knew it
was the DNC that we were working for · I was asked to provide some information to the
Justice Department · The Orthodox Church is also an arm of the Russian State · Putin
essentially took over the Russian Jewish Community and Leadership · There was a lot
of Jewish immigration…and a lot of those people…became very successful and wealthy. ·
They (FBI) had other intelligence about this matter from an internal Trump campaign
source The Russians were interested in making friends with Republicans. · In British
intelligence the methodology's a little different from American intelligence. There's a
practice of being faithful to what people are saying NOW…it’s time for America to
decide AND for the world to see: What’s real news? What’s fake news? Thanks and
God Bless America! Daniel David Elles
LONGLISTED FOR THE 2016 GOODREADS CHOICE AWARDS, BEST NONFICTION
A LITHUB BOOK OF THE DECADE The US is one of the largest democracies in the
world — or is it? America is experiencing an age of profound economic inequality.
Employee protections have been decimated, and state welfare is virtually non-existent,
while hedge-fund billionaires are grossly under-taxed and big businesses make
astounding pro ts at the expense of the environment and of their workers. How did this
come about, and who are the driving forces behind it? In this powerful and meticulously
researched work of investigative journalism, New Yorker staff writer Jane Mayer
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exposes the network of billionaires trying to buy the US electoral system — and
succeeding. Led by libertarian industrialists the Koch brothers, they believe that taxes
are a form of tyranny and that government oversight of business is an assault on
freedom. Together, they have spent hundreds of millions of dollars in uencing
politicians and voters, and hijacking American democracy for their own ends. Dark
Money brilliantly illuminates a shady corner of US politics. It is essential reading for
anybody interested in the future of democracy. PRAISE FOR JANE MAYER
‘Indispensable.’ The Guardian ‘Persuasive, timely and necessary.’ The New York
Times
Follow the Money exposes the labyrinth of connections between D.C.’s slimiest swamp
creatures—Democrat operatives, lying informants, desperate and destructive FBI
agents, Obama power brokers, CIA renegade John Brennan, George Soros, and
more—who conspired to attack Trump by manufacturing one bogus scandal after
another. Bestselling author, podcast favorite, and Fox News contributor Dan Bongino
delivers the third and most shocking of his acclaimed series chronicling the Deep State
war against Donald Trump. Starting with the Trump impeachment hearings, Bongino
works forward and backward to piece together the connections of a vast, well-funded
cabal of wealthy Democrats and D.C. swamp elite to the non-stop deluge of
manufactured scandals launched specifically to attack, destabilize, and ultimately
remove Trump and his administration. Zooming in on Ukraine, Bongino unspools a
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complex sequence of corruption—from the miraculous “discovery” of a mysterious black
ledger that linked financial transactions to Trump campaign insider Paul Manafort and
cast a shadow over the entire Trump team, to Joe Biden’s unexamined quid pro quo
interference with Kyiv politics as he threatened to withhold a loan unless a prosecutor
was removed from office. The former Secret Service agent exposes how Glenn
Simpson, the corrupt cheerleader behind the lie-filled Steele dossier, wrangled millions
from top Democrat donor George Soros to meddle in Ukraine politics. Bongino also
reveals Soros’s desperate multimillion-dollar plan to stop Trump’s re-election. Using
FBI documents, Bongino reveals the outrageous actions of Robert Mueller’s
investigators, who sat on evidence that proved the supposedly damning Trump Tower
meeting between a Russian lawyer and senior campaign officials was nothing more
than a twenty-minute waste of time for all involved. Other chapters delve into the
disturbing presence of Obama’s fixer, obstruction angel Kathryn “Kathy” Ruemmler,
who represents a rogues gallery of Russiagate political operatives; the FBI’s inside
source on the National Security Council, Anthony Ferrante, who dedicated himself to
the fruitless task of trying to prove the Steele dossier was legitimate; and “Special
Agent 1” Stephen M. Somma’s curious obsession with Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, which
was stoked by a Flynn-fixated paid operative named Stefan Halper. Flynn is the
centerpiece of one of the book’s most revealing chapters, in which Bongino
deconstructs the FBI’s elaborate takedown of Trump’s National Security Advisor,
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revealing how and why the three-star general was set up not once…but three times.
Bongino also returns to the last, desperate attempt to derail Trump—the impeachment
trial—and uncovers Adam Schiff’s lies and the Ukraine-call whistleblower’s multiple
secret ties to never-Trumpers and Schiff himself. In the final chapter, Bongino unveils
the newest front to stop Trump: the unleashing of COVID-19 from China and how the
disease mutated from a killer plague in Wuhan to a weapon to destroy America’s
economy and, with it, Trump’s re-election chances. Follow the Money displays dizzying
detective work from a truly relentless, passionate, and patriotic reporter. An astonishing
chronicle of the relentless war to destroy Donald Trump and his administration, this
exposé is a must-read for anyone who wants to unravel the most shocking and corrupt
campaign to unseat a sitting president in American history.
A Pulitzer Prize winning investigative journalist’s journey into a billon-dollar secret
industry that is shaping our world – the booming business of private spying, operativesfor-hire retained by companies, political parties and the powerful to dig up dirt on their
enemies and, if need be, destroy them. For decades, private eyes from Allan Pinkerton,
who formed the first detective agency in the U.S., to Jules Kroll, who transformed the
investigations business by giving it a corporate veneer, private spies were content to
stand in the shadows. Now, that is all changing. High-profile stories grabbing recent
headlines – the Steele Dossier, Black Cube, the Theranos scandal, Harvey Weinstein’s
attacks on his accusers – all share a common thread, the involvement of private spies.
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Today, operatives-for-hire are influencing presidential elections, the news media,
government policies and the fortunes of companies.. They are also peering into our
personal lives as never before, using off-the shelf technology to listen to our phone
calls, monitor our emails, and decide what we see on social media. Private spying has
never been cheaper and the business has never been more lucrative—just as its power
has never been more pervasive. Spooked is a fast-paced, disturbing and, at times,
hilarious tour through the shadowlands of private spying and its inhabitants, a grab-bag
collection of ex-intelligence operatives, former journalists and lost souls. In this hidden
world, information is currency, double-crosses are commonplace, and hacking can be
standard procedure. Drawing on his journalistic expertise and unique access to
sources, Barry Meier uncovers the secrets private spies want to keep hidden.
TRUMP’S TEAM USING MOLES WITHIN THE DNC That’s a quote from the actual
Steele Dossier that is in this book, but has not hit the mainstream media. Is it true?
Who’s the mole? Who’s the FBI insider in the Trump Campaign? Was Steele
credible? Simpson says that he was opposed to Trump, but does he think there was
collusion with the Russians? What about Bruce and Nellie Ohr? Author Daniel David
Elles was on the 2010 ballot for Michigan House of Representatives as an Independent
in Macomb County, Michigan – Home of the Reagan Democrats. He states: Perhaps
we are “fly-over country”, but we make up a significant voting percentage of our Great
Nation. In February, he wrote about Simpson specifically stating that the FBI had an
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internal human source in the Trump Campaign. Three months later it hit the news
networks. What facts are the mainstream media failing to tell us? FINALLY! NO BIAS.
NO BULL. We don’t need to read about anonymous sources in a paper’s
propagandists print. We don’t need to watch hundreds of hours of Congressional
testimony. We don’t need to listen to biased broadcast beaming into our homes and
uttering unconfirmed nonsense. With questions from Congress – Rep. Adam Schiff (DCA) and Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-CA) and many more – YOU will get the facts straight from
the source: · Fusion GPS Founder & CEO Glenn Simpson · CIA Director Brennan · FBI
Director Comey · DOJ Associate Deputy AG Bruce Ohr · FBI Deputy Assistant Director
Peter Strzok · Former MI6 Crown Servant Christopher Steele (U.K. court records) WHO
KNEW WHAT AND WHEN? The Steele Dossier purposely does not publish news
articles from The Right or The Left. Instead, it incorporates high ranking officials’ under
oath testimony to Congress and Declarations contained in official court documents in
America and “Across the Pond”. From Steele’s sworn Statement of Truth in the
Queen’s High Bench Division to the conclusions made in Simpson’s testimonies
before the House and the Senate, YOU will be in the center of the action. How’s that?
Because Simpson’s final hour of his Senate Examination is included in full. No edits.
Moreover, this untelevised examination was conducted by attorneys for Senator
Grassley (R-IA) and Senator Feinstein (D-CA)...NOT POLITICIANS! In reading over
3,000 pages of congressional testimony, articles from every angle, letters/memos from
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politicians; The Steele Dossier cuts through the political bias by publishing facts. For
example, below are some Simpson quotes that we never heard: · It’s sort of like when
you’re a journalist…you don’t really decide who’s telling the truth · The Orthodox
Church is also an arm of the Russian State · We were encouraging the media to ask
questions about whether the FBI… · I knew it was the DNC that we were working for · I
was asked to provide some information to the Justice Department · Putin essentially
took over the Russian Jewish Community and Leadership · The Russians were
interested in making friends with Republicans. · There was a lot of Jewish
immigration…and a lot of those people…became very successful and wealthy · In British
intelligence the methodology's a little different from American intelligence. There's a
practice of being faithful to what people are saying NOW…it’s time for America to
decide AND for the world to see: What’s real news? What’s fake news? Thanks and
God Bless America! Daniel David Elles Michigan House of Representatives Candidate INDEPENDENT
Wall Street Journal columnist and New York Times bestselling author Kim Strassel
argues that the all-out "Resistance" has become dangerously reckless in its obstruction
of President Trump. Among the most consistent and aggressive criticisms of Donald
Trump is that he is a threat to American democracy -- a human wrecking ball
demolishing our most basic values and institutions. Resistance (At All Costs) makes the
opposite case -- that it is Trump's critics, in their zeal to oppose the president, who are
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undermining our foundations. From the FBI's unprecedented counterintelligence
investigation into the Trump campaign, to bureaucratic sabotage, to media partisanship,
to the drive-by character assassination of Trump nominee Brett Kavanaugh, the
president's foes have thrown aside norms, due process and the rule of law. Resistance
(At All Costs) shows that the reaction to Trump will prove far more consequential and
damaging to our nation long-term than Trump's time in office. Instant New York Times
bestseller.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER An explosive exposé that lays out the story
behind the Steele Dossier, including Russia's decades-in-the-making political game to
upend American democracy and the Trump administration's ties to Moscow.
"Harding...presents a powerful case for Russian interference, and Trump campaign
collusion, by collecting years of reporting on Trump's connections to Russia and putting
it all together in a coherent narrative." --The Nation December 2016. Luke Harding, the
Guardian reporter and former Moscow bureau chief, quietly meets former MI6 officer
Christopher Steele in a London pub to discuss President-elect Donald Trump's Russia
connections. A month later, Steele's now-famous dossier sparks what may be the
biggest scandal of the modern era. The names of the Americans involved are wellknown--Paul Manafort, Michael Flynn, Jared Kushner, George Papadopoulos, Carter
Page--but here Harding also shines a light on powerful Russian figures like Aras
Agalarov, Natalia Veselnitskaya, and Sergey Kislyak, whose motivations and
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instructions may have been coming from the highest echelons of the Kremlin. Drawing
on new material and his expert understanding of Moscow and its players, Harding takes
the reader through every bizarre and disquieting detail of the "Trump-Russia" story--an
event so huge it involves international espionage, off-shore banks, sketchy real estate
deals, the Miss Universe pageant, mobsters, money laundering, poisoned dissidents,
computer hacking, and the most shocking election in American history.
From the KGB to the Kremlin: a multidimensional portrait of the man at war with the
West. Where do Vladimir Putin's ideas come from? How does he look at the outside
world? What does he want, and how far is he willing to go? The great lesson of the
outbreak of World War I in 1914 was the danger of misreading the statements, actions,
and intentions of the adversary. Today, Vladimir Putin has become the greatest
challenge to European security and the global world order in decades. Russia's 8,000
nuclear weapons underscore the huge risks of not understanding who Putin is.
Featuring five new chapters, this new edition dispels potentially dangerous
misconceptions about Putin and offers a clear-eyed look at his objectives. It presents
Putin as a reflection of deeply ingrained Russian ways of thinking as well as his unique
personal background and experience. Praise for the first edition If you want to begin to
understand Russia today, read this book. —Sir John Scarlett, former chief of the British
Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) For anyone wishing to understand Russia's evolution
since the breakup of the Soviet Union and its trajectory since then, the book you hold in
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your hand is an essential guide.—John McLaughlin, former deputy director of U.S.
Central Intelligence Of the many biographies of Vladimir Putin that have appeared in
recent years, this one is the most useful. —Foreign Affairs This is not just another Putin
biography. It is a psychological portrait. —The Financial Times Q: Do you have time to
read books? If so, which ones would you recommend? "My goodness, let's see. There's
Mr. Putin, by Fiona Hill and Clifford Gaddy. Insightful." —Vice President Joseph Biden in
Joe Biden: The Rolling Stone Interview.
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